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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW:  LEXI THOMPSON     
Thursday, July 23, 2015       
 
 

Q.  Seems like you had a little bit of an up-and-down round but seems like you ended 

well.  Just assess your round for us. 

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  Yeah, it was definitely an up-and-down round.  I didn't hit it that bad.  I 

missed a few more fairways than I wanted to and it's hard to make birdies out of the rough 

here because it's pretty thick.  But I just had some distance control so I couldn't really get 

close to the pins, but I ended well.  I went for the green on No. 8, I had mid iron in and then 

birdied there.  And then I dropped about a 20-footer on the last hole for birdie, so it's nice to 

end well. 

 

Q.  What was it like being paired with Morgan?  Obviously you guys both bring a 

pretty good fan base, too.  You had probably the biggest crowd of the day.  What was 

it like being with her all day? 

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  It was really nice.  I know Morgan pretty well being from down in south 

Florida, so we're pretty good friends.  It was good to have all those fans out there.  It's 

always great to see, especially the little ones out there following us the whole day pretty 

much.  Hopefully we'll get a pretty good crowd out there tomorrow.  

 

Q.  What are some of the adjustments you'll be making for tomorrow? 

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  Just depends whatever the weather's like.  It'll be probably a little cooler 

in the morning, ball might go a little bit shorter, but hopefully get the yardages figured out in 

the first few holes and we'll see where that goes. 

 

Q.  How do you feel about just the LPGA in general?  I mean, just the last few years it 

just keeps picking up, more fan base every year, it just gets bigger and bigger.  How 

do you feel about where it's at right now and where you think it could keep going to? 

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  Yeah, it's definitely growing.  I turned pro in 2010 and we've gained so 

many tournaments since then.  We have 33 now and we've been gaining even more each 

and every year, so it's great to see.  We're getting more TV time, we're getting more fans out 

here and even more sponsors for our events.  It's getting better and better and I think there's 

no stopping. 

 

Q.  Could I just get your thoughts on the course, how did you like it and how did it 

play today? 

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  The course is great.  Blythefield is an amazing track.  Being the first 

year here last year for the tournament, it was a great tournament overall.  The course is in 

amazing shape for us.  Rough is up pretty thick and it gets windy in the afternoons here so it 
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plays pretty tough to get those yardages right.  But it plays like a really well golf course, 

always love to come back. 
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